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I think we are probably all done with hearing the word 
‘unprecedented’ when referring to the events of 2020. 
But what an extraordinary year it has been and we must 
thank you for staying with us throughout it. Your stead -
 fast support empowers us in our campaigns and I couldn’t 
be more grateful. 

Our year began in smoke and flames, dealing with 
unimaginable losses of wildlife. More than three billion 
animals perished and seeing such apocalyptic devastation 
first-hand will remain etched in me. 

Then, as we emerged gasping from the fires, we went 
into COVID-19 lockdowns which forced families apart 
and made our advocacy work much, much more difficult. 
But we have adapted to where having online meetings 
and masked faces now feels almost normal. 

As you read this report I hope you feel proud of what 
you have achieved for animals. Our bushfire recovery 
work continues apace, helping sanctuaries across the 
country become more resilient and striving for better 
protection of our precious wildlife. 

And this protection is not just 
related to wildlife rescue, it 
includes having the best laws 
possible to fight the extinction 
crisis. Whilst writing this we are 
still deep in consultation 
regarding amendments to 
environment laws. These reforms must safeguard animals 
and places while not surrendering to the ‘develop at any 
cost’ advocates.  

So, a challenging year but please enjoy the hope and 
success to be found among these pages—you made 
them possible. 

It’s my heartfelt hope that 2021 brings more of that joy 
for you, your friends and family and—of course—for 
our animals. Thank you for being with us.

Erica Martin 
Chief Executive Officer



Zara is a new addition at the Field of Dreams, having only 
stepped from Wildlife SOS’s elephant ambulance into the 
sanctuary in June. 

With a severe case of osteoarthritis and a diffused leg joint, 
she will always limp but now gets pain-easing treatment. 
And the team reports her great joy with bathing in the 
Yamuna River as it takes the load off of tired limbs, and 
then delighting in a dust bath. 

Held to be about 21 years old, Zara arrived at the centre 
weak and emaciated, having endured years of begging for 
meagre meals on busy streets. 

Thankfully, she is already responding to a balanced 
diet—followed by some 20kg of daily watermelon treats.

After a life of 
torment, Zara 
gets her just 

desserts
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The long, arduous battle for new laws that will actually turn 
around Australia’s extinction crisis escalated this year 
with commencement of the review into the Environment 
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC). 

HSI was invited into a consultative group to discuss the 
core reform proposals as identified in Professor Graeme 
Samuel’s interim report, released in July. 

Unfortunately, instead of waiting for the final report and 
addressing Professor Samuel’s many critical issues, the 
Government hastily introduced legislation in August 
designed to transfer development approval powers to the 
states and territories. 

The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 
Amendment (Streamlining Environmental Approvals) Bill 2020 
is a huge step backwards, with no enforceable standards, 
safeguards, additional resources or independent regulator. 

Having legally enforceable national environmental 
standards was a key recommendation in the interim report 

as it found Australia’s environment is in unsustainable 
decline and governments have failed to protect it. 

As of writing, the EPBC Bill has passed the House of 
Representatives with the government stifling debate to ram 
it through despite significant opposition. It will now be 
debated in the Senate in early October. 

HSI remains committed to stopping these reckless reforms 
and shifting focus to our wildlife’s extinction crisis. Together 
with other leading conservation groups, we are running the 
“Before it’s gone” campaign on television, social media 
and billboards. 

Thank you to the many thousands who have responded 
to this campaign as you join hundreds of thousands from 
other environment groups asking the Senate to reject 
these retrograde laws. These messages are crucial to 
politicians understanding the impact of their decisions. 

The final EPBC Act review report is due to be delivered 
to the Government by the end of October.

Government gags, ducks and runs
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Early responder 
and a long term 
planner At the onset of the recent infernos HSI deployed our 

international disaster response experts to Kangaroo 
Island as fires ravaged some 60% of its habitat.  
And in just the first month we rescued approximately 
100 animals, mainly koalas (with many now released).  

We also helped wildlife carers, nationwide, in their 
tireless efforts for injured animals. And we continue  
to help them build resilience for future disasters. 

Dimmocks Retreat Wildlife is a dedicated sanctuary and 
wildlife rehabilitation centre, looking after orphaned, sick 
and injured wildlife. During the Black Summer bushfires, 
over two-thirds of their property and the surrounding 
national park was destroyed. Temporarily evacuating 
their animals, Justine and Greg returned to find that 
now ruined enclosures needed immediate rebuilding.  

HSI immediately offered assistance with our Emergency 
Response Funding allowing construction of a large joey 
room, including an outdoor area for the transition phase 
of rehabilitating wildlife. We also provided a large barn-
style enclosure, initially as an emergency storage area but 
later as an indoor enclosure for young wombats and 
kangaroos. Importantly, this enclosure can transform into 
a recovery area for animals treated in the nearby clinic—
a vital component for bushfire triage centres like Dimmocks.  

Dimmocks Retreat Wildlife can now care for victims of 
fires, floods and drought during rehabilitation. This is  
an example of the resilience needed with greater 
frequency and severity of bushfires predicted.  

Thanks to our donors, HSI’s Wildlife Emergency Fund 
has helped approximately 100 wildlife carers and 
thousands of animals get a second chance.
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After several long years HSI has progressed the 
listing of two Threatened Ecological Community 
nominations: Elderslie Banksia Scrub Forest in the 
Sydney Basin and Tasmanian White Gum wet forest. 

Both now rate in the most severely threatened 
category of Critically Endangered, reflecting their 
massive degradation since colonisation. 

And we’re just months from having two more 
important habitats (Plains Mallee Box Woodland 
and the Eastern Mallee Bird Community) listed, 
after more than five years of processing. 

Plains Mallee Box Woodland has been severely 
cleared (at least 90–95%) and fragmentation still 
threatens with 97.2% of remnants being under 10 
hectares. In urgent need of recovery, it is habitat 
for iconic and threatened species, including the 
southern hairy-nosed wombat, western pygmy 
possum and wedge-tailed eagle. 

Home to at least 52 bird species, The Eastern 
Mallee Bird Community is also set to be a world 

first in conservation as a faunal-based ecological 
community. Along with the mallee emu-wren, 
red-lored whistler and regent parrot, some 21  
of its inhabitants are imperilled. 

Lengthy timeframes and listing delays highlight 
how desperately the EPBC Act needs reforming. 
Without greater assessment and protection of our 
endangered habitats, more wildlife will be pushed 
to extinction. 

HSI alone has nominated more than 40% of the 
threatened habitats recognised under our national 
environmental law. These listings provide additional 
protection from development and help target 
much-needed recovery funding. 

Pleasingly, private landowners are also playing  
a huge conservation role through our Wildlife 
Land Trust, its 700+ members protect over 
74,000 hectares of wildlife habitat.

Without a home 
she has no hope
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Regent parrot



HSI was invited to give evidence to the New South Wales 
Parliamentary Inquiry into the Exhibition of exotic animals 
in circuses and exhibition of cetaceans in the state in August. 

Much has been learnt about the welfare and suffering of 
wild animals forced to perform tricks as ‘entertainment’ 
so this inquiry (due to report at the end of the year) offers 
an important step towards relegating these acts to the 
history books. 

Circuses claim that it is acceptable and enjoy able to exploit 
animals for entertainment, while playing no meaningful 
role in education or conservation. However, a 2015 survey 
found that 68% of Australians are ‘concerned’ or ‘very 
concerned’ about exotic animals in circuses. 

This proportion is even higher in young adults, with more 
than 75% aged 18-25 years being ‘concerned’ about the 
use of exotic animals in circuses. 

The famous Ringling Brothers Circus (USA) closed in 2017 
due to growing public opposition and dwindling crowds. 
And worldwide there is increasing awareness that whales 
and dolphins in captive environments suffer a wide range 
of health issues, along with aggression and frustration at 
being unable to exhibit natural behaviours. 

NSW must immediately ban breeding of cetaceans  
and the three dolphins currently in captivity must  
be relocated to a sea sanctuary for the  
remainder of their lives.
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The greatest show on earth can no longer also be the cruellest one: 
Australians don’t see the funny side of animals in entertainment

Bring down the curtain  
on animals in circuses



On 19 June 2020, the plight of the albatross took centre 
stage during the inaugural World Albatross Day. It was also 
the 20th Anniversary of the Agreement on the Conservation 
of Albatrosses and Petrels (ACAP), a pact coordinating  
13 nations in pursuit of better conservation and protection. 

The day raises awareness of the peril our ocean wanderers 
face and encourages all nations to reduce their deaths.  

HSI has been working on the conservation of the world’s 
albatrosses and petrels for more than 20 years; from helping 
form ACAP, to nominating a significant number of albatross 
species for protection under state and federal laws.  

Each year more than 36,000 albatross are killed on fishing 
lines so we continue pushing for the night-time setting of 
lines and using weighted lines so that baited hooks sink 
quicker out of the birds’ reach. 

High fatalities on 
the high seas
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Kinder in practice  
kinder in purchase

A new, independent report commissioned by HSI 
and FOUR PAWS (released in August) clearly 
demonstrated that wool producers using flystrike -
resistant sheep rather than mulesing are seeing 
financial and animal welfare benefits. 

The survey of 97 woolgrowers and seven case studies 
by BG Economics collected data on producers who 
have transitioned to plain-bodied Merinos that do 
not require mulesing, from an operational, financial 
and animal welfare perspective. 

Providing a big picture understanding of why and 
how growers made the transition, this report also 
dispels the myth that genetic traits such as ‘low 

wrinkle’ equals low profits and demonstrates that 
most producers could transition within five years. 
With increasing consumer interest in animal welfare, 
practices such as mulesing are losing social licence 
and the report provides case studies to help farmers 
make the transition. 

In September HSI also launched our Better Wool 
Guide. This important resource helps consumers 
make kinder choices by featuring brands looking 
to source ‘non-mulesed’ wool, including: Country 
Road Group, David Jones, Kmart, Myer, H&M, Next, 
Tesco, Marks & Spencer, Target, Adidas, Hugo Boss, 
Abercrombie & Fitch, Kerring, Nike and Timberland. 
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Turtles, dolphins...deadly 
nets don’t differentiate 
Shark nets continue their savage toll on marine 
life in 2020. Shockingly, 183 threatened and 
protected species (including seven dolphins, six 
turtles and 14 critically endangered and harmless 
grey nurse sharks) were killed in New South Wales 
this year, and 179 rays were also found entangled. 

The NSW shark meshing program runs 51 nets 
annually (1 September—30 April) from Newcastle 
to Wollongong. Since 2012, over 90% of animals 
caught have been non-target species and last 
season was just as tragic with 430 non-target animals 
caught out of a total 480.  

NSW updated its shark control program this year 
to extend the successful drone surveillance—this 
was a positive step but the deadly nets remain. 

In Queensland, another six whales were caught in 
shark control equipment in just a couple of months 

during the annual migration. They were released 
but survival is not guaranteed as the stress from 
entanglement is amplified during an already taxing 
journey. Queensland’s own scientists recommended 
nets be removed during whale season but the 
government denies the science and ignores public 
calls for updating of a shark control program not 
changed since the 1960s. 

Despite HSI’s victory against lethal culling in the 
Great Barrier Reef, the orders have yet to be fully 
implemented so sharks still die, with 98 killed in 
just the last few months.   

We will not relent until both NSW and Queensland 
adopt non-lethal shark control programs that more 
effectively protect ocean users, marine life and 
our oceans.
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In May 2020, China made an historic announcement when 
the Agriculture Ministry officially confirmed that dogs 
are companions and not ‘livestock’ for eating. 

The Ministry’s official statement confirmed the majority 
of participants in the public consultation process opposed 
including dogs as livestock. It went on to say that dogs 
have a long history of service, including guarding family 
homes, hunting, as companions and pets, search and 
rescue police dogs, assisting the visually impaired, and 
generally having an intimate relationship with humans. 
The statement concluded by reflecting on people’s aware -
 ness changing, along with their diets. 

Despite that announcement the Yulin Dog Meat Festival 
went ahead in June, but Chinese activists reported to HSI 

that it was much smaller and consolidated in a single area. 
Other HSI contacts in China confirm that recognition of 
dogs as companion animals rather than food is spreading 
across the country, with the cities of Shenzhen and Zhuhai 
banning dog and cat meat. 

HSI also closed our 16th dog meat farm in South Korea 
this year and rehomed the 70 rescued from it. Attitudes 
in South Korea are also changing with the demand for dog 
meat in rapid decline.  

We will not rest until this terrible trade is over—thank you 
for staying with us in helping to raise awareness, educate 
and directly intervene to eradicate the dog meat trade.

Changing 
how dogs 
are seen

History in the making
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Trading in wild animals is a multi-billion dollar business 
and HSI has long been calling for an end to this cruel 
and unsustainable practice. While the animal welfare 
impacts of these markets are crystal clear, COVID-19 
has underscored the human health risks.  

Animal-based diseases (zoonoses) account for some 
73% of emerging infectious diseases affecting humans. 
Markets—with many species of wild animals crowded in 
unhygienic, stressful conditions and frequently slaughtered 
on the premises—are dangerously ideal for the spread 
of such zoonoses. This includes diseases caused by 
coronaviruses transferred to humans through a range 
of intermediate host species 

The original outbreak of COVID-19 in Wuhan, China was 
linked to wildlife sold at a wet market. In the pandemic’s 

aftermath, Wuhan has banned the consumption of all 
wildlife (following similar bans in Beijing, Shenzhen and 
Zhuhai and an as-yet temporary nationwide one on 
wildlife consumption across the country).  

HSI issued a White Paper on wildlife markets and COVID-
19 to 188 countries in April 2020, and in July Vietnam 
announced that it would be banning wildlife imports 
and closing all illegal wildlife markets. 

Thank you to those that joined our action to end wildlife 
markets—as of printing we had almost 6,000 signatures. 
If we are to stop pandemics and prevent intolerable cruelty 
then all breeding and sale of live wild animals for exotic 
meat, pets, fur and traditional medicine must end. 

Trading in 
wildlife bites 
all of us

Change needed
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 Source: European BREF (data on virgin fibre paper). Carbon footprint data audited by the Carbon Neutral Company. Results are according to technical information and subject to modification.

COVID-19 IMPACTS 
When  
no school  
is no fun

By using ecoS tar  Si lk  rather than a non-recycled paper the environmental  impact was reduced by:  
1 ,412kg of  landfi l l   •   55,080 l i tres of  water   •   3, 236 kWh of  electr icity   •   190kg C0 2 + greenhouse gases  •   2 , 2 95 kg of  wood

Please contact us: 1800 333 737  •  supporter@hsi.org.au  •  www.hsi.org.au 
Humane Society International, PO Box 439, Avalon NSW 2107

There has been no jungle school for the 
orangutans at the Danau Alo orangutan 
sanctuary in Sumatra as COVID-19 protocols 
attempt to keep apes and staff safe. 

The sanctuary’s team works hard to prevent 
orangutans becoming bored, keeping them 
occupied whilst confined in their enclosures. 

And our partners at The Orangutan Project 
are maintaining essential ranger-patrols to 
prevent poaching and illegal logging in the 
Bukit Tigapuluh Ecosystem—home to 
Sumatran orangutans, tigers and elephants. 

Worryingly, crime has increased during the 
pandemic but the rangers have destroyed  
59 snares in the last quarter, along with 
discovering six cases of illegal logging. 

Your support of these wonderful people is 
even more critical in the face of COVID-19. 
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